Art Supervisors Association is pleased to present a series of both in-person and
virtual Professional Development Workshop.
All workshops will be presented from 4-6pm on the date listed.
In the event that in-person instruction becomes unavailable, participants will be notified if there is a
virtual option.

#1 October 12th Teachers Supporting Teachers: AP Studio Art Roundtable with Danielle Livoti
Virtual via Zoom
This workshop will provide teachers who are currently teaching an AP Studio Art course (AP
Drawing, AP 2D Design or AP 3D Design), or who are interested in learning more about the course,
with an opportunity to have professional feedback and discourse about the course content. By
providing a support group like experience, teachers can feel more confident guiding their students
through the exam.
#2 October 13th Creativity on the Chromebook with Tim Needles
Virtual via Zoom
Learn a variety of free tools that work on the Chromebook for graphics, video, GIFs, drawing, web
design, animation, and augmented reality that can be used in any classroom. These technologies can
help add a creative element to any learning environment and boost engagement with students. We'll
explore diverse and inspiring uses from quick visuals for presentations or check-ins to
project-based learning examples and go through the creative process ourselves.

#3 October 18th 6x6 Collaborating through Art with Rosemarie Elder & Jeanie Ritter
JFK High School-Plainview Old Bethpage Schools
Connect, Collaborate and Create. A unique opportunity to involve your students in an evolving
museum quality installation. Our program, the 6x6 Collaborative, links Long Island National Art
Honor Society members, teachers and The Heckscher Museum in Huntington. This hands-on
workshop will explain how to get involved in our existing program. We will discuss how to get
involved in our program or how it can be adapted in your district for any grade level and grown in
your community.
#4 October 19th Image Transfers with Sandra Carrion
Floral Park Memorial High School-Sewanhaka CHSD
Our two hour introductory session will cover a process accessible for all age levels. We will create four
transfers using hand sanitizer and a specialty film with pre-printed images. The final results can be
realistic or painterly. Each transfer will be attached to a note card. This is a wonderful process for all art
students. Please note in order to continue with this process on their own, teachers will need a pigment
ink inkjet printer, hand sanitizer and a substrate to transfer to.
#5 October 20th Art Explorer with Tracy Kozloff
Michael F. Stokes Elementary-Island Trees UFSD
The Art Explorer class is designed to take you on an adventure through several art websites. Teachers
will explore art sites that will enable them to integrate websites, activities, and lessons into their
own classes. You will also be able to teach your students how to use safe, kid friendly sites as they
discover and explore the art world, whether you are teaching in person, hybrid, or remote.
#6 October 25th NYS Visual Arts Standards Overview and Implementation with Donnalyn Shuster
Virtual via Zoom
The workshop is designed to detail the origin, interpretation, application, and implementation of the
updated State Standards for Visual and Media Arts.
#7 November 1st Digital Mosaics in the Classroom with Laura Swan
Virtual via Zoom
In this digital art making session participants will learn how to create a one-of-a-kind digital mosaic
using Google drawings. We will learn how to access Google draw and the many ways to incorporate
this amazing tool into the classroom. Specifically we will learn the art of digital mosaic, while focusing
on the art history of Greco Roman mosaics as a reference and exploring the connection to the
Elements of Art vocabulary (color, line, shape, etc.)
#8 November 2nd Collage & Mixed Media for HS Students with Sydell Glasser
Floral Park Memorial High School-Sewanhaka CHSD
Collage and mixed media are great ways for young artists to experiment and explore developing their
artistic voice. Participants in this workshop will explore different techniques by using collage and
mixed media to create expressive, experimental artworks.
#9 November 3rd Charles Demuth #5 with Roi Daconto
H.F. Carey High School-Sewanhaka CHSD
This workshop will focus mainly on the artist Charles Demuth and his "I Saw the Figure 5 in Gold"
painting. The lesson can be adapted on every grade level as the many different ways of using the
elements and principles of art. The lesson can be simplified to just shapes, line, and color or can be
elevated to more complex designs using lettering styles and typography as well as incorporating art
movements such as cubism, precisionism, and futurism.

#10 November 9th Watercolor Techniques with Hillary Broder
Virtual via Zoom
During this class, participants will learn several watercolor techniques and how to teach these methods
to their students. We will explore traditional watercolor painting, and also learn about natural
pigments which can be found, harvested, and created into watercolor paints and dyes.
#11 November 15th Reconnecting with Your Artistic Practice with Danielle Livoti
New Hyde Park Memorial High School- Sewanhaka CHSD
As art educators we often dedicate countless hours to constructing the best lessons for our students.
Day to day tasks of being an educator, whether you are just starting out or a seasoned veteran teacher,
can weigh us down and zap our creative energy. Making space for your own artistic practice is
incredibly important and this workshop will provide you with time, space and materials to create
something entirely for yourself! We will also discuss ways to translate your artistic practice into your
classroom methods, why it's important to be seen as a practicing artist to your students, and how to
continue your practice outside of teaching.
#12 November 16th Collaborative School Community Projects with Andrea Antonelli & Janine
Lapertosa– Mineola High School-Mineola UFSD
This workshop will be a make-and-take discussion and a lesson share for building school
communities through art projects. Advocate for your program, beautify your building and involve
students, faculty and administration with mural-based projects and collaborative art installations. A
lesson-share will also take place so come to this workshop with your own wonderful examples of
collaborative art projects!
#13 November 17th 2D and 3D Felting with Hillary Broder
Virtual via Zoom
This workshop will give an overview into the methods and techniques of 2D and 3D felting with wool
felt. Felting is an incredible art form that truly blends 2D techniques with the 3D material wool felt. In
this workshop we will explore how to use the felting art form to “paint with felt”, create 3D sculptural
felted items, teach about contemporary artists who use these techniques and provide a comprehensive
list of materials and where to purchase them for yourself and students.
#14 November 29th Exploring Process Pages that review, refine and reflect student work with Eric Fox
Long Beach High School-Long Beach Public Schools
In order to become a more successful artist, it is necessary to evaluate the work that has been created.
This workshop will teach you how to create both digital slides and journal entries that will allow
students to review, reflect and refine their work that is done in the art studio. They help students
grow as an artist and allow them to identify what they are good at and what they need to work on for
upcoming projects. This activity can be adapted and modified for any age group and are the perfect
activity to give students while you are in between major projects.
#15 December 1st Digital Art History Gallery with Laura Swan

Virtual via Zoom
Participants in this digital art course will learn to use Google drawing, and we will explore the POP
Art genre. We will then create unique, digital Pop Art imagery with Google draw, and make a virtual
Art gallery to showcase our newly created artwork

#16 December 6th Read the Paper with Roi Daconto
H.F. Carey High School-Sewanhaka CHSD
This will be a unique project where we will take the cover of the New York Times and illustrate
drawings that represent the articles. This lesson will engage students to read the articles and decide
what imagery they can use to retell the story using symbols.. We will look at artist's Nancy Chunn,
Amtitah Sen and Sho Shibuya as well as some others. This is a high school lesson, but might be able to
adapt to lower levels.
#17 December 7th Eric Scott Mixed Media Workshop Artful Layers#1
Virtual via Zoom
Join artist, author, and educator Eric Scott in this exciting four part mixed media workshop. Immerse
yourself in the art of mixed media layering, and delve deeply into a wide range of techniques for
creating artful layers in your work. The focus of this workshop is on exploring the possibilities of
layering materials, ideas, and images and incorporating personal themes, ideas, and images. Explore
how to build up color and texture using transparent media like watercolors and water-soluble pencil.
Experiment with collage, image transfers, and personal text to develop themes. Learn to embellish and
enhance elements to draw out focus and detail, and walk away with a variety of richly layered work.
#18 January 11th Perspective Aquarium Tunnel with Jennifer Kelly
Virtual via Zoom
Students will learn how to use a great variety of art skills including drawing, photography, and digital
editing tools, while learning how to use perspective to create an Aquarium Tunnel. Many teaching
methods will be explored to support learning including a virtual field trip, EdPuzzle, Remove.bg, and
Google Slides.
#19 January 12th Mini Metals with Patricia Beary and Sandra Carrion
Floral Park Memorial HS-Sewanhaka CHSD
This workshop will go through the basics of working with metal leafing. An image is printed on
Vellum paper. Assorted metal leafing is applied to the back giving a soft glow to the image. A final
layer of varnish is applied to seal the leafing and create a translucent quality to the vellum. This
process is recommended for teachers of high school students in grades 9 - 12.
#20 January 17th Rotoscoping with Michelle Schroeder
Virtual via Zoom
Ever wondered how a cartoon jumps into a live action video? Ever wanted to have thought bubbles
inserted above an actor’s head during a silent scene? Rotoscoping is an animation technique that
animators use to trace over motion picture footage, frame by frame, to produce realistic action. In this
workshop, we will cover a portion of how rotoscoping came into existence, look at examples of
rotoscoping, introduce various apps and software students can use to implement
rotoscoping—including StopMotion Studio Pro & Procreate, reference artists and resources give you
student examples of how detailed or simplistic rotoscoping can be utilized
#21 January 18th Eric Scott Mixed Media Workshop Artful Layers#2
Virtual via Zoom
Join artist, author, and educator Eric Scott in this exciting four part mixed media workshop. Immerse
yourself in the art of mixed media layering, and delve deeply into a wide range of techniques for
creating artful layers in your work. The focus of this workshop is on exploring the possibilities of
layering materials, ideas, and images and incorporating personal themes, ideas, and images. Explore
how to build up color and texture using transparent media like watercolors and water-soluble pencil.
Experiment with collage, image transfers, and personal text to develop themes. Learn to embellish and
enhance elements to draw out focus and detail, and walk away with a variety of richly layered work.

#22 January 19th Cubism Methods for Secondary students with Courtney Young
Bethpage High School-Bethpage Public Schools
Cubism is a great movement to use when introducing students to the concept of abstract art. In this
workshop you will learn a variety of ways to create cubist inspired works of art using a variety of
materials and subject matter. Methods and materials for both middle school and high school will be
shared, and projects can be modified for the elementary level as well.
#23 January 26th Google Sites-Creating a website for your students or yourself with Sue Presberg
Virtual via Zoom
Creating a personalized Google website is a great way to track your artistic growth in real time and
more importantly over your (and your students’) educational lifetimes! Select and organize content
and also reflect on student achievements, skills and future aspirations. Incorporate other Google Apps
for items such as a resume, artist reflections, process, etc… This can be a lifelong narrative display
that can be constantly updated and content is never lost over the years.
#24 February 1st Getting Loose with Mixed Media Abstract Designs with Eric Fox
Long Beach High School-Long Beach Public Schools
Do you or your students have anxiety or fear of working with acrylic paints? Do your students want
to create a fully rendered drawing on their canvas before they even start painting their backgrounds?
Then this is the workshop for you. In this session we will explore how to work with collage before we
paint, how to loosen up with bigger brushes, and create an abstract design, all while following a
guided color scheme.
#25 February 8th Social Emotional Learning in the Art Room with Jennifer Kelly
Virtual via Zoom
Participants will explore the key concepts of Social Emotional Learning and how they can be applied
in the art room. Specific art lessons to support SEL will be explored as well as how to support SEL
with an Art Critique using Google Jamboard.
#26 February 9th Drawing Reflective Objects in white charcoal with Courtney Young
Bethpage High School-Bethpage Public Schools
Learn how to create dramatic contrast and shiny reflective objects using white charcoal. Working in
white charcoal on black paper can be a tricky technique to learn as it is counterintuitive to most
students. In this workshop you will learn step by step methods to create a successful still life drawing.
#27 February 15th Eric Scott Mixed Media Workshop Artful Layers#3
Virtual via Zoom
Join artist, author, and educator Eric Scott in this exciting four part mixed media workshop. Immerse
yourself in the art of mixed media layering, and delve deeply into a wide range of techniques for
creating artful layers in your work. The focus of this workshop is on exploring the possibilities of
layering materials, ideas, and images and incorporating personal themes, ideas, and images. Explore
how to build up color and texture using transparent media like watercolors and water-soluble pencil.
Experiment with collage, image transfers, and personal text to develop themes. Learn to embellish and
enhance elements to draw out focus and detail, and walk away with a variety of richly layered work.

#28 February 16th Bisa Butler Collages with Michelle Schroeder
Virtual via Zoom
Contemporary artist, Bisa Butler, utilizes textiles to create contemporary art quilted portraits of people of
African descent. In this workshop we will explore the work of Bisa Butler as a collage artist, make the
connections between our “narrative” and the collage, including colors, symbols, and photos, use Gelli
printing used to create collage papers, discuss how color can invoke emotions, and draw/paint back into
the collage for further details.
#29 March 7th Layered Symbols with Joanne Harvey
Long Beach High School-Long Beach Public Schools
Inspired by the artwork of Jasper Johns, this project allows students to use everyday symbols to create
contemporary works of art. Students are given choice of medium, including but not limited to, colored
pencils, watercolor, watercolor pencils, markers and/or sharpies. This project can easily be modified
to reach all types of learners and each students’ outcome is unique.
#30 March 8th Smartphone Photography Editing with Sue Presberg
Long Beach High School-Long Beach Public Schools
Understand how to use your cell phone camera but know that editing your photos will take them to
another level? This course will take you through the basics of several editing apps to better your
photographic aesthetics. You can use these skills in your classroom to emphasize your students’
work, be able to show parents and administrators what the students are doing, teach your classes or
use for yourselves. No photography or editing experience necessary.
#31 March 15th Eric Scott Mixed Media Workshop Artful Layers #4
Virtual via Zoom
Join artist, author, and educator Eric Scott in this exciting four part mixed media workshop. Immerse
yourself in the art of mixed media layering, and delve deeply into a wide range of techniques for
creating artful layers in your work. The focus of this workshop is on exploring the possibilities of
layering materials, ideas, and images and incorporating personal themes, ideas, and images. Explore
how to build up color and texture using transparent media like watercolors and water-soluble pencil.
Experiment with collage, image transfers, and personal text to develop themes. Learn to embellish and
enhance elements to draw out focus and detail, and walk away with a variety of richly layered work.

